
From: Lee Rumbarger leona@uoregon.edu
Subject: Your Core Education Charts

Date: March 4, 2019 at 2:57 PM
To: Reuben Zahler rczahler@uoregon.edu

Hi Reuben,
Thank you for the chance to see your backward design charts! Quick clarification: 
You need to pick two of the four methods of inquiry, not submit all four. 

My recommendation is to show more granular detail for the two methods you select.
I understand that the big paper you assign is an enormous lift and crucial learning
experience--I would leave that as you have it (listing multiple numbered goals in
column 1 because it's synthesizing all the learning they've done). But above that, I'd
pick one of two of the specific leaning goals and give a fuller sense of that exactly
you do to teach it.

For example, for  "Written Communication," could you drop the 6-8-page paper down a row or
two and above it focus in on, say, how you help history students think about audience and genre (or evidence,
or even syntax--you teach syntax through class discussion? can you say more?)

For example:

What should students know or be
able to do?
 

How do students demonstrate
what they know or can do?
(In other words, what kind of
assessment will they complete?)

How do students prepare for
demonstrating their knowledge or
skills?
(What kinds of activities,
experiences, etc. do they need in
order to learn and practice?)

1, 3
 
 
 

Students complete worksheets in
discussion section that ask them to
annotate samples of scholarly and
popular writing about Latin America,
noting the values and conventions
they employ.

My lectures are, in fact, models of
historical argumentation. I name
certain conventions—literally say out
loud when I’m asking the “critical
questions” that animate my close
reading of sources, or drawing
distinctions between my argument
and other public and scholarly
arguments, or addressing counter
arguments, etc. This signposting
makes clear and visible the
conventions of scholarly discourse in
history—I don't just expect students
to intuit these. I also explicitly
contrast my arguments with
public/non-scholarly arguments to
sharpen students’ sense of the
genre of historical argumentation.    

 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
 
 

 
Write a 6-8 page paper, based on
original sources

 
Write 3 short, 1-page essays that
require them to analyze and
compare pieces of evidence.
Class discussions on how to
evaluate evidence. Class
discussions on: how to devise a
good thesis; paper
organization/structure; and
grammar.



See what I mean? I don't think much is necessary here--just a little more
engagement with the specifics of the leaning goals. This might give a fuller sense of
the course than selecting almost all the learning goals and then addressing them with the same assignment
series in every chart.

Let me know if you have any questions. 
Lee

PS I nevertheless think this essay assignment series is awesome!

--
Lee Rumbarger, Ph.D.
Assistant Vice Provost for Teaching Engagement
Director, Teaching Engagement Program
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541-346-2110

For scheduling, please contact Pam Joslin (pamj@uoregon.edu)


